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Chatham & Clarendon Grammar School has received 
national recognition for the value it adds to students’ 
achievements at GCSE.

SSAT, the Schools, Students and Teachers Network, 
recently undertook its annual in-depth analysis of official 
Department for Education data on all state-funded schools 
in England and identified Chatham & Clarendon Grammar 
School’s success. 

The school has qualified for an SSAT Educational Outcomes 
Award by being in the top 20% of schools nationally for 
progress made by students between their key stage 2 
results at primary school and their GCSE results at age 16.

The school has been invited to receive their award at a 
regional celebration ceremony hosted by SSAT at Holland 
Park School in London on 12 May.

Sue Williamson, Chief Executive of SSAT said: 

‘Chatham & Clarendon Grammar School should be 
congratulated for their exceptional achievement. They 
have proved themselves to be leading the field in improving 
GCSE outcomes for their students. There is so much good 
practice that this school could share, and I hope they will 
join us at the celebration evening for the chance to network 
and share strategies with award-winning schools.
‘These results are testament to the commitment and hard 
work of the students, teachers and leadership team at 
Chatham & Clarendon Grammar School, and show what can 
be achieved when skilled teachers have high expectations 
and ambition for every young person. I am proud that this 
school is a member of the SSAT network.’ 1



Royal Society of Chemistry Challenge County Final

On 28th January the Chatham & Clarendon Grammar School team of four 

took part in the county final of the 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry Challenge.  

The competition consisted of four separate challenge activities of quite 

different types and styles, rigorously exercising the competitors’ abilities 

to conduct, observe, record, process, present and conclude, as well as 

undertake complex tasks quickly and in an orderly fashion under tight time 

constraints.  Only the best teams in the county were present, winnowed down 

from an original list of over a hundred participating schools.  The competition 

was fierce.  All indications were that the competition was also very close.  

Of the participating teams of previous round winners Chatham & Clarendon 

Grammar School proudly took the Bronze Podium with a respectable third 

place.  Only one other local school made it to the county final and did not 

make the top three.  The successful team members each took away £10 worth 

of Amazon vouchers, as well as a significantly enriched understanding and 

experience of what Chemists do.

News in brief 

Alistair Kinloch 11RPb 

came second in the English 

Schools Cross Country 

on 14th March and was 

selected to represent 

England in an international 

meet in Dublin, where he 

came 3rd and has now been 

chosen to Captain England. 2



  
Human Biology Trip

On 5th March, Mrs Rosen, Mrs Granger and Mr Moss took 14 AS Human 

Biology students to the Natural History Museum in London.  This was to start 

preparing for a project on human evolution that they will be completing in 

class over the coming weeks.

Firstly, they attended a workshop on human biology.  Students compared 

the skulls of humans with other mammals and thought about how you could 

make decisions about relatedness.  They then took complex measurements 

from Homosapiens and 6 other hominin species’ skulls and used these 

measurements to consider our evolutionary history with more closely related 

species, especially if there are no extant species to look at.  It was interesting 

to find out that scientists are still working out exactly how we are related to 

the other species of human. 

Students also watched an interactive film presented by David Attenborough, 

where they found out more about the tree of life, such as how we are related 

to other hominids, mammals, dinosaurs, fish, tiny sea worms and even 

bananas!  Using tablet computers, the students were able to vote on elements 

of the film and could also hold them up to see the species being talked about 

walking around in front of them. 

The students had some free time to choose what other exhibits they would 

like to see, with many visiting the (clearly non-human, but nonetheless 

brilliant) dinosaur exhibition.  All in all it was a very interesting and enjoyable 

day (despite the hours in a cramped minibus) and as ever, our student’s 

behaviour was exemplary.
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Junior Schools Maths Challenge

Four students from Year 8 - Rosie, Charlotte, Pawel and Kabelan entered the Junior Schools 

Maths Challenge, a first for Chatham & Clarendon Grammar School.

They were narrowly beaten by Wellesley House and in fact it all came down to the last ques-

tion. The four answered the starter question correctly and if they had correctly answered the 

3 bonus questions they would have won!

The question was ‘What are the three varieties of heat transfer?’

Unfortunately the Chatham & Clarendon Grammar School team could not name one.

Year 7 Girls’ Stemnet Day

Our Year 7 girls got stuck in some exciting Stemnet activities as part of the national drive 
to encourage girls into Science and Mathematics based careers. The activities were run by 
Canterbury Christ Church University College PGCE Students, training to become maths and science teachers. The girls thoroughly enjoyed two out of the following three sessions:

Mission impossible: Mathematical Mission to get into a vault and crack a safe.

Pirate Adventure: Three different maths activities to earn materials to build a raft which would be able to float and carry Lego Pirate and cannon.

Monsters Ink: Activities on ecology and natural selection using monsters as the organisms to compete for food.

An added bonus for us, the teachers, was to see two of our own ex students runningthe sessions. Miss Henrietta Dubbins and Miss Francesca Smith are both in the final stages 
of their PGCE course, training to become brilliant maths teachers. It was so lovely to have our 
home-grown talent back with us and we are sure that we will see our Year 7 girls doing the same.



Disneyland Paris Trip

Just before half term a group of 120 student visited Disneyland Paris for a joint Maths and MFL trip. 

On their first night students enjoyed an evening at the Buffalo Bill Show. Wednesday was spent 

in Paris, where they were lucky enough to have a sunny but cold day exploring the famous sights 

in Paris, this included a Bateau Mouches boat trip along the Seine and a visit to the top of the 

Monparnasse Tower, not forgetting a chance to practice using French at lunchtime in the shops 

and restaurants of the Montparnasse region.

Thursday and Friday were spent in Disneyland Paris enjoying a mixture of Maths workshops and 

lectures and of course exploring the rides in the two Disney parks.

A fantastic time was had by all.

Spanish and Russian Students visit Chatham & Clarendon

On March 24th 22 Spanish students visited Chatham & Clarendon Grammar School, along with 9 Russians.  The 

students were in the UK studying at English Language UK in Broadstairs.  The aim of the day was for the Chatham & 

Clarendon Grammar School students to use their Spanish and to learn about the life of teenagers in other countries, 

whereas for the visitors the objective was to see how a British school works.

The Year 10 boys were the first group to team up with the Spaniards.  They completed a ‘Find someone who tasks’ 

where the CCGS students had to ask the questions in Spanish and listen to answers in Spanish.   Ben Sexton was 

the fastest to complete this task and became the proud owner of a chocolate bunny, although it didn’t last long!   The 

tables then turned and the foreign students asked our students questions in English.  Everyone enjoyed the time and 

used their language skills for real purposes.  We were very pleased of the way our Year 10 boys used their Spanish to 

communicate and made the Language UK students feel welcome. 

The Year 11 girls were the next to work with the Spaniards.  After having done a few icebreaker games, all the girls 

showed the students around the Clarendon site while talking about the difference between British schools and Spanish 

schools in a mixture of Spanish and English.  Again we were proud of the girls as they were so polite and friendly 

towards the students and made a big effort to communicate. 

During period 3 the Year 10 girls did a workshop with the Spaniards and Russians.  Again there were icebreaker games 

which involved the CCGS students using Spanish to communicate with the Spanish teenagers.  The first task was to 

design a logo to represent their group using only the things they had in their pockets. There were some impressively 

creative entries and some fantastic explanations for the ideas behind the logo.  Lucy, Izzie and their group were the 

winners of this task with the face made from euro and pound notes among other things.  The second workshop task 

was to create a poster in Spanish and English on the advantages of speaking foreign languages.  Again there were 

some impressive entries with Stephanie, Sammy, Alice and their Spanish friends winning the prize.

In the afternoon some of the Year 10 students met up again with the Spaniards as they joined in with their Maths and 

Games lessons.  Others also joined in with the Year 12 Spanish lessons, helping them prepare for their speaking test 

whilst others watched ICT, MFL and Science lessons.

A fantastic day was had by all.
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Year 9 Enjoy the Partial Solar Eclipse

On 20th March, two groups of Year 9 boys observed 

the partial solar eclipse in their Science lessons.  

They had constructed pinhole projection cameras 

in their Physics lesson that week from paper cups 

and juice cartons, to safely observe the partial solar 

eclipse. However, as the spring weather dictated, 

they were unable to observe the eclipse themselves.  

We watched out of the window as the skies dimmed 

and the temperature dropped and observed one of 

the many live feeds on the Internet.  The height of 

the eclipse saw up to 90% of the Sun in eclipse at 

around 9:30am. 

Pupils fully enjoyed the event and opportunity to 

demonstrate their understanding of the solar eclipse.  

The last full eclipse in the UK occurred on 11th 

August 1999 with the next on 23rd September 2090.  

The next partial solar eclipse of similar magnitude in 

the UK will occur on 12th August 2026 with between 

83 to 95% coverage of the Sun.

Library News

To further raise the profile of our unique “Hogwarts” Library on the 

Chatham site and to help advertise the fact that the Upper School Library 

on the Clarendon Site is back up and running as a fully functioning 

Resource Centre, we recently ran a Logo competition. Mr Freeman judged 

the entries and we’re pleased to announce that Eleanor Duffy (9MSG) won, 

with Charlotte Mayes (8TSG) 2nd and Martha Carter (10TSG) 3rd. They all 

received book-tokens as prizes. Eleanor is going to tweak her design a 

little, and then it will be seen on all library posters and websites as well as 

on a new blog and Twitter account… Watch this space for more!

Thanet Music and Drama Festival

The annual Thanet Music and Drama Festival has been in full flow for almost a month and, as usual, Chatham & 

Clarendon Grammar Sschool students have been winning cups and classes in every section. 

The Festival kicked off with the 4 day Speech & Drama section, with Johanna Pearson-Farr winning all three 

classes she entered, and a cup for her Shakespeare monologue. Lizzie Friend also won a cup (for Bible-reading) 

with a first and second. Reggie Baskaran (7RPb) & Harvey Cawdron gained two 1sts each, and Lydia Crosher 

and Niamh Edgington (8RPG) won a class each. Kabalan Naguleswaran (7TSB), Hansaka Seneveratne (11TSB), 

Maddison Eddy, Lucy Karczewski (10KHG), Melodie Karczewski (10TSG) and Tia Duff (10MSG) also all took part.

The following weekend, the pianists took to the stage, and CCGS students Martha Carter (10TSG), Bethia Carter 

(10KHG), Freddie Askew (7RPB), Jake Stevens (7RPB) and Laura Scott (8RPG) all entered a number of classes. 

Lydia Crosher won a duet class as did the Carter twins winning a cup for their performance. Laura Scott excelled 

winning several 1sts, a solo cup, a bursary and a duet cup with Jake.

The Vocal section saw the most school entrants and they did spectacularly well. Sixth-former Rosie Evans won 

a cup and came second in her other 4 classes, Johanna Pearson-Farr gained 4 1sts, a 2nd and a 3rd and Lydia 

a cup, another 1st, a 2nd and a 3rd… many of their classes were in competition with older adults. Kayleigh 

Stevens Keatley won four cups and will be singing in the Gala Concert. Others who took part, many of whom 

gained scores of distinction or the higher ‘outstanding’ were Bethan Fahy (11RPG), Lucy Karezewski, Melodie 

Karezewski, Alfie Lawrence (9MSB), Katie McNally (7TSG), Talia Pearce (9MSG),  Daisy Shingles (9RPG) and 

Charlotte Williams (10TSG).

Talia Pepper (11KHG), Lydia Crosher and George O’Grady (8RPB) all took part in the Instrumental section.
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Top Photographers at Chatham & Clarendon Grammar School

Chatham & Clarendon Grammar School student Kathryn 

Cutler-MacKenzie has been recognised as a top 

photographer.

She entered ‘Silent Conversation’ into the Turner 

Contemporary’s Portfolio competition, under the theme 

of ‘self’, in February.

After being shortlisted from over 2000 entrants to 160 

she was awarded the David Lilford prize for Most 

Promising Artist and will have her work exhibited at 

Turner Contemporary from April 2nd to May 10th. 

Alongside the gallery exhibition, she won a digital

camera. David Lilford - owner of a successful Canterbury 

gallery - said of ‘Silent Conversation’: 

‘I really loved Kathryn’s use of repetition of the small transparencies; producing a compelling 

and interesting piece.’

The partnering film piece to ‘Silent Conversation’ is currently being screened before film show-

ings at The Gulbenkian Cinema, Canterbury. It is one of a collection of films being shown as 

part of LGBTQ+ month at the university.

Stanley Chick in Year 11 has be shortlisted and exhibited at the Changing World Photographic  

competition in The Menier Gallery in London.

The competition received over 1600 entries nationally.

The quality and standard of the photographs at the exhibition were excellent. To have an Art 

piece shortlisted and exhibited in a London gallery is a real achievement.
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University Visits

Fourteen Year 10 students visited the University of Oxford, St Hugh’s College, 

and another fourteen visited Queens’ College, Cambridge earlier this term to 

take part in a motivational visit. The students spoke with existing students, 

toured the college, took part in a question and answer session and enjoyed 

lunch in the college refectory.

All Year 10 students will visit the University of Kent in Canterbury in early 

July as part of the Careers Days programme.



Inspiring Women

 
Our school was given the opportunity to take 15 Year 10 girls to a careers event on HQS Wel-

lington in London on Wednesday organised by the Inspiring Women Campaign, headed up by 

Miriam Gonzalez.  The event was organised to showcase to the girls the type of careers that 

are open to them but they may not have considered.

 
The girls spoke to a number of women who have a range of different careers, including Wen-

dy Meakin a Lecturer on visual culture and  Dealer on Channel 4 show ‘Four Rooms,’ Kather-

ine Legge, Formula E Driver and Lieutenant Commander Sarah Oakley, Royal Navy.

 
All the students were clearly buzzing when they returned to school and will be working togeth-

er on sharing their experiences with other Year 10 and Year 9 girls.

 
Many thanks to Mr McFarlane and Mrs Haines for taking the girls and to the Friends for fund-

ing the transport to this event.
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The girls of 7TSg would like to give a huge thank you to all staff and students who supported 

them in their efforts to raise funds for Pilgrims Hospices by entering the Guess the sweets in 

the jar and the Valentines raffle.  

All in all they found organising and running the charity event quite a steep learning curve and 

realise what effort it entails to put such events on but they have learnt from it and will build on 

it for next time – if there is one!

Now for the results:

Guess the sweets in the jar raised £7.50 and was won by Maryam Choudhury 7RPg with her 

guess of 102 which was closest to the actual number of 106.  Well done Maryam.

The raffle raised £42.75p and the prizes were won as follows:

1st prize   (Big Valentines Teddy with rose) - Miss Crush (Apprentice Admin Assistant)

2nd prize  (Box of Dairy Milk chocolates) - Ms Hignett (Receptionist/Admin Assistant)

3rd prize   (LOVE decorative plaque) - Yashini Thavakumar (7TSg)

Congratulations to them and thanks to Ms Harris for drawing the winners’ tickets.

Also, a massive thank you must go to Lauren Coles of 7TSg for raising the very impressive 

sum of £80 for Pilgrims Hospices by selling cakes in her spare time.

In summary the sweets and raffle raised £50.25p, Lauren’s cake sales £80, so in total the grand 

sum of £130.25p was raised for Pilgrims Hospices.

Charity News

Comic Relief Carwash

Year 8 Mann-Somerville girls donned their PE kits to wash the staff cars on the Chatham House site for 

Comic Relief at lunchtime on Friday 13th March.  The girls organised, advertised and collected the buckets, 

sponges, chamois leathers and washing fluids required for the event. They left the main car park full of 

sparkling, clean and occasionally streaky cars all for the cost of £4 per car.  With their music playing, they 

worked as a team fetching water from the PE changing rooms and pavilion and scrubbed and polishing 

those dirty cars clean in the chilly breeze.  Overall they raised £71 for Comic Relief.  Fabulous work girls and 

all for an excellent cause!

On Friday 13th March, 7KH boys carried out their first house charity event in aid of Comic Relief. They took 

over the astro pitch at break and lunch time and had a competition for the highest number of keepy uppies 

and a penalty shootout. The day was a fantastic success, raising £55.00, and a lot of fun was had by everyone 

involved.
 
Ben Mutton won the students keepy uppies with a score of 37, and received a new Champion’s League 

football. A fiercely fought battle between Mr Argyrides scoring 175, to then be beaten by Mr Richford with 187, 

only to have Mr Argyrides to win back his title by scoring a massive 209 keepy uppies and taking the prize of 

2 free day passes at DW Fitness club at Westwood Cross, which were very kindly donated by the Manager.

 
Guess the number of sweets in a jar was won by Mrs Morgan with an accurate guess of 134, much to the 

disappointment of a few who guessed either side of this amount and came very close to winning.

 
The boys have promised to carry out another sporting charity event, this time including the upper school 

and 6th form so we’ll have to wait and see if anyone can beat Mr Argyrides score….
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Unique Donation to Chatham & Clarendon Grammar School

We received through the post a wonderful surprise belonging to a former pupil of Chatham House 

Grammar School.

Mrs Liddicoat received a lovely letter from a lady in South Wales whose father-in-law attended our 

school between 1930 and 1937. The letter, sent by Mrs Jenny Godden, accompanied a photograph of 

her father-in-law (Mr Arthur Godden) showing him in the First XI football team in 1936.

The letter and photograph, in itself was a wonderful surprise to receive, but we were overwhelmed by 

the immaculate school blazer and school cap that Mrs Godden had also bequeathed to the school.

The blazer seen here modelled by Leon Munt (7RPb) appears to be unworn with its brass buttons still 

shiny as new. To think that the blazer is over 75 years old and is in better condition than some of our 

current blazers is amazing.

It is our intention to display the blazer, cap and other memorabilia in a display case within the school 

for all to see.

Mr Freeman, the School’s Business Manager is keen to hear from any students, former students, staff, 

parents or grandparents who may have any other photos, magazines, school memorabilia from either 

Chatham House or Clarendon House that could be displayed with the blazer to contact him at the 

school.

Over the coming weeks Mr Freeman will be arranging for the displays to be erected within the school 

and also to display items within the school’s website.

To learn more about this story, please contact: Mr C Freeman, Business Manager, (cfreeman@

ccgrammarschool.co.uk)
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Behaviour on the Trains

We have had a number of complaints recently from the public and Southeastern about the behaviour 

of a small number of our students on the train. Could you please remind your son or daughter if 

they travel on the train they need to be mindful of other commuters. The main complaint from the 

public is, that those who get on at Herne Bay barge past other passengers to get on the train, block 

the aisles and the doorways and take no notice of people trying to get off the train at stations along 

the way.

Southeastern have complained of students ‘dragging their hands along the train as it arrives on the 

platform, which has serious safety implications. They drop litter, sit on tables, block doorways and 

throw food around the carriages’.

Students caught behaving inappropriately in future may have their travel pass confiscated by the 

Rail Enforcement team.

Free School Meals (FSM)

Just another reminder that if you think you might be entitled to FSM it is worth applying as it also 

enables us to assist in providing financial support for things such as school trips and uniform.

Messages

Nearly New Uniform - please donate any unwanted uniform so that we can 

recycle for other students. Send them into any of the school’s reception. 

We also have a number of black jumpers, skirts and blazers if your child is 

moving to the Upper School in September and you would like to take a look 

please contact Mrs Hurrell on 01843 591075 to arrange an appointment. All 

items reasonably priced at just £5 each. Thank you.

 
Friends - Will be holding a Summer Fair on Saturday 27th June, please 

support us and the school by donating items for tombola or raffle prizes. 

If you would like to help please contact Mrs Hurrell on 01843 591075 or by 

email: shurrell@ccgrammarschool.co.uk. Thank you.

© 2015 Chatham & Clarendon Grammar School

The Staff of CCGS wish you a Happy 
Easter. A reminder that Monday 20th April 
is a Staff Training Day, Term 5 begins on 
Tuesday 21st April for all students. 


